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THURSDAY  9 FEBRUARY 2012 
9H00 - 11H30 (PUBLIC MEETING) 

 

1. ADOPTION OF DRAFT AGENDA  
The draft agenda (in EN) was sent to Members on 
27 January 2012. It is also in the file for this 
meeting.  
 
 

 

2. CHAIRMAN'S ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Chairman draws the attention of Members to 
the following points: 
 
2.1 Languages available: 

BG, CS, DA, DE, EL, EN, ES, FI, FR, HU, 
IT, LT, NL, PL, RO and SV. 
 
 

2.2 Webstreaming: 
Members are advised that this CONT 
meeting will be web streamed on the 
following link:  
 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/wps-europarl-
internet/frd/live/live-program?language=en 

 
When a speaker activates the microphone to 
make an intervention, the camera will be 
automatically directed to the speaker. 
 
 

2.3 Electronic voting cards:   
 The electronic voting system will be used for 

the vote scheduled during this meeting and 
Members are reminded to bring their 
electronic voting card. 

  
Issue 4/2012   
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3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF 

MEETING OF: 
The file contains minutes of the meeting of 19-20 
December 2011 which was emailed to CONT 
Members on 31 January 2012. 
 
If no objections are received before the end of the 
meeting, the minutes will be deemed approved. 
 
 

4. APPOINTMENT OF A MEMBER OF 

THE COURT OF AUDITORS - MR 
BAUDILIO TOME MUGURUZA  

 CONT/7/08562 
 Rapporteur: Inés Ayala Sender 

 Administrator responsible: Mauro De Oliveira 
 Hearing of Baudilio Tomé Muguruza, candidate 

nominated by the Spanish Authorities 
 Evaluation, vote and adoption of a draft report (in 

camera) 
 
9.05 - 10.05 

- Hearing of Baudilio TOME MUGURUZA  
Candidate nominated by the Spanish authorities 
 
Background 
 
The mandate of the Spanish Member of the Court 
of Auditors expires on 29 February 2012. 
 
The Council decided on the 14 of October 2011 to 
consult the European Parliament on the nomination 
of Mr Corona Ramón, candidate designated firstly 
by the Spanish authorities and on the 13 December 
2011 the European Parliament delivered a 
favourable opinion on the Council's nomination of 
Mr Corona Ramón as a Member of the Court of 
Auditors. 
 
Nevertheless, before the Council has taken a formal 
decision on the appointment, the Spanish 
authorities withdrew the candidature of Mr Corona 
Ramón and on 9 January 2012 they designated Mr 
Tomé Muguruza as their new candidate. 
 
In accordance with Article 286(2) of the TFEU the 
Council, after consulting the European Parliament, 
shall adopt the list of Members drawn up in 

accordance with the proposal made by the 
Member States. 
 
The Members of the Court of Auditors shall be 
appointed for a term of six years.  
 
The following candidate has been proposed by the 
Member State: 
 

- Baudilio TOME MUGURUZA - Spain 
 
 
The Council decided on 16 January 2012 to 
consult the Parliament on this appointment. 
Appointments to the ECA are submitted to 
Parliament's plenary on the basis of a report from 
CONT, which takes into account, among others 
circumstances, Article 286(1) of the TFEU: "the 
Members of the Court of Auditors shall be chosen 
from among persons who belong or have belonged 
in their respective States to external audit bodies 
or who are especially qualified for this office. 
Their independence must be beyond doubt." 
 
 
A. Procedure 
 
According to Rule 108 (1) of Parliament's Rules 
of 
Procedure, "candidates nominated as Members of 
the Court of Auditors shall be invited to make a 
statement before the committee responsible and 
answer questions put by members. The committee 
shall vote on each nomination separately by secret 
ballot." 
 
 
I. Questionnaire 
 
In preparation for the hearings, the candidate has 
been asked to answer the questionnaire prepared 
by CONT. Following the coordinators' 
suggestions, the questions in the questionnaire 
were those used in the 2011 hearings. 
 
The candidate's replies to the questionnaire has 
been annexed to his draft report. The same applies 
to the CV of the candidate. 
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The EN version of the draft report were emailed to 
Members on 25 January 2012. 
 
All language versions are available on the 
committee's website, at the following address: 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_20
14/organes/cont/cont_20120209_0900.htm 
 
The relevant articles of the Treaty and the Rules 
of Procedure can be found at the following 
address:  
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/activities/committe
es/eventsCom.do?language=EN&body=CONT&p
roduct=CHE 
 
 
II. The hearing 
 
The hearing will take place according to the 
timetable set out in the draft agenda. 
The candidate will be invited to make an opening 
statement (5 minutes) and the remainder of his 
hearing will be devoted to replies to questions 
from Members (25 minutes). 
 
III. Evaluation, vote and adoption of draft report 
 
Once the hearing has been completed, the 
committee will hold an evaluation of the candidate 
and then proceed to vote. Evaluation, vote and 
adoption of draft report will be in camera. 
According to Rule 108, the committee shall vote 
by secret ballot on the nomination. 
Members should indicate whether they give a 
favourable opinion, a negative opinion or abstain 
on the candidate. 
In accordance with Rule 169 (4), between two and 
eight Members shall be chosen by lot to count the 
votes cast. 
The discussion and vote in plenary is scheduled to 
take place in the February II session (13 - 16 
February 2012) in Strasbourg. 
 
 
B. The report 
 
The format of opinion on candidate for 
membership of the Court of Auditors is defined as 
follows1: 

                                                 
1 1 Parliament's resolution of 19 January 1995 

"a) each opinion shall be submitted in the form of 
a report to be adopted by a simple majority; the 
report shall not contain recitals and shall merely 
state a view on the appointment and b) the report 
shall consist of an explanatory statement, which 
shall not be put to the vote, citations summarising 
the circumstances of the referral to Parliament, 
which shall likewise not be put to the vote, and an 
operative part which may constitute only: 
− a favourable opinion, or 
− an unfavourable opinion, 
Reports should not contain any recitals to be put 
to the vote". 
 
These strict rules on format adopted by Parliament 
do not allow any amendments to be tabled to the 
draft report. 
The draft report, including the candidate's CV and 
replies to the questionnaire will be finalised, 
according to the outcome of the evaluation and the 
vote in committee (see above). The report for 
plenary will state that Parliament delivers either a 
favourable or a negative opinion on the 
appointment of the candidate. 
 
 

*** ELECTRONIC VOTE *** 
 
 

5. THE IMPACT OF DEVOLUTION OF 

THE COMMISSION'S 
MANAGEMENT OF EXTERNAL 
ASSISTANCE FROM ITS 
HEADQUARTERS TO ITS 
DELEGATIONS ON AID DELIVERY 

 CONT/7/06908 
 Rapporteur for the opinion: Ivailo Kalfin 
 Administrator responsible: József Blaszauer 
 Adoption of draft opinion 
 
 
Mr Kalfin's draft opinion was presented at the 
CONT meeting of 12 January 2012. 
 
At the present meeting CONT will adopt the draft 
opinion. The deadline for amendments was set at 
Wednesday, 18 January 2012 at 12h00. 9 
amendments were received.  
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The 'panaché' version of these amendments was 
emailed to Members on 25 January 2012 and the 
EN version on 1 February 2012. The voting list 
will be emailed to CONT Members as soon as 
available. 
 
DEVE, as the main committee (Rapporteur 
Mr Kaczmarek), is planning to adopt its report at 
its meeting of 29 February 2012. The Plenary vote 
is foreseen for 28-29 March 2012.  
 
 

*** END OF ELECTRONIC VOTE *** 
 
 

6. CONT DELEGATION TO HAITI 

(22 TO 26 FEBRUARY 2012) 
 CONT/7/07896 
 Head of the delegation: Jan Mulder 
 Administrators responsible: József Blaszauer and 

Rudolfs Verdins 
 Exchange of views on the preparation of the 

delegation 
 
 
During the last legislature the Committee 
established the practice of having - as far as 
possible - an exchange of views with the 
competent Commission services before delegation 
visits in Member States or elsewhere in view of 
preparing the delegation visit in the best possible 
way in order to allow Members of the Committee 
not participating in the delegation to familiarise 
themselves with the matters to be discussed during 
the visit.  
 
The CONT delegation to Haiti will take place on 
23-24 February 2012. 
 
The delegation aims to verify how the EU 
humanitarian and reconstruction aid was managed 
after the disastrous earthquake in January 2010.  
The delegation programme foresees a number of 
meetings in Port-au-Prince, such as meetings with 
- the representatives of the Haitian parliament 

(Presidents, of both Houses, and representatives 
of the Committee on Finances),  

- the Minister of Finance,  
- representatives of the Interim Haiti Recovery 

Commission (IHRC), 

- the National Authorising Officer,  
- UN Humanitarian Coordinator and Head of 

OCHA office in Haiti,  
- representatives of the International Financial 

Institutions,  
- NGOs,  
 
Moreover, a working breakfast with the Head of 
the EU delegation, a business lunch with the 
French and Spanish ambassadors as well as two 
visits to projects co-financed by the EU (possibly 
one ECHO and one DEVCO project) is also 
included in the draft programme. 
 
To allow Members of the Committee to 
familiarise themselves with the matters to be 
discussed during the visit, the competent 
Commission services (DG ECHO and DG 
DEVCO) as well as the European External Action 
Service, upon secretariat's request, have provided 
the latest relevant documentation (included in the 
meeting documents) and will be present in order 
to provide information during the exchange of 
views. 
 
 

7. AMENDMENT OF COUNCIL 

REGULATION (EC) NO 
1083/2006 AS REGARDS 
CERTAIN PROVISIONS RELATING 
TO RISK SHARING INSTRUMENTS 
FOR MEMBER STATES 
EXPERIENCING OR THREATENED 
WITH SERIOUS DIFFICULTIES 
WITH RESPECT TO THEIR 
FINANCIAL STABILITY 

 CONT/7/08114 
 Rapporteur for the opinion: Crescenzio Rivellini 

 Administrator responsible: Rudolfs Verdins 
 Consideration of draft opinion 
 

Due to the fact that REGI, as the main committee 
(Rapporteur Danuta Maria Hübner), is planning to 
adopt its report at its meeting of 20 March 2012, 
CONT committee will follow an urgent procedure 
and vote on Wednesday 29 February 2012.  
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As a consequence, the draft opinion will be 
available only in EN (the Commission's proposal 
(COM(2011) 655 final) is available in all official 
languages). The daft opinion in English was 
circulated on 2 February 2012. 

In his draft the rapporteur Mr Rivellini has made 
several proposals with an aim to increase impact, 
efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed 
measures, among other things suggesting to open 
access to the proposed risk sharing instruments to 
all Member States, and to broaden the scope of the 
proposal by including provisions to support 
relevant SME projects. 

The deadline for tabling amendments is foreseen 
on Tuesday 14 February 2012 at noon. 
 
 

8. SPECIAL REPORT NO 12/2011 

(2011 DISCHARGE): DO EU 
MEASURES CONTRIBUTE TO 
ADAPTING THE CAPACITY OF EU 
FISHING FLEETS TO AVAILABLE 
FISHING OPPORTUNITIES? 

 CONT/7/08662 
 Rapporteur: Marta Andreasen 
 Administrateur responsible: Mauro de Oliveira 
 Exchange of views in the presence of the Member of 

the European Court of Auditors responsible, Lazaros 
Lazarou 

 
 
The EU Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) aims to 
promote sustainable fishing by achieving a 
balance between fish resources and fishing fleets 
in order to avoid overexploitation of fish stocks. 
The European Fisheries Fund (EFF) provides € 
4,3 billion for the programming period 2007 –
 2013 to support the CFP. 
The Court of Auditors performance audit 
assessed whether EU measures effectively 
contributed to adapting the capacity of the fleets to 
available fishing opportunities .  
The Court examined two main questions: Is the 
framework for the reduction of fleet capacity 
clear; and are specific measures well defined and 
implemented? The audit was carried out at the 
Commission and in seven Member States 
(Denmark, Spain, France, Italy, Poland, Portugal 

and the UK) selected on the basis of the size of 
their fishing fleets and the resources available for 
adapting their fishing fleets under the EFF. 
The Court concludes, inter alia, that: 
 
a) the existing definitions of fishing capacity did 

not adequately reflect  the ability of vessels to 
catch fish; 

b) fleet capacity ceilings had little real effect on 
adapting fishing capacity of the fleet to fishing 
opportunities; 

c) fishing overcapacity had not been defined or 
quantified; 

 
 
The Court of Auditors' report can be found on 
CONT's website at the following link: 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009_20
14/organes/cont/cont_20120209_0900.htm 
 
 
The rapporteur's conclusions will form part of the 
2011 discharge. Amendments may be tabled in 
this context and the Committee on Fisheries may 
deliver an opinion in view to a final report. 
 
 
Ms Andreasen's draft report will be discussed at 
the CONT committee meeting on 23 April 2012. 
The deadline for amendments has already been set 
for 30 April 2012 at 12h00. Adoption in CONT is 
scheduled for 29 May 2012 and the vote for the 
July's plenary. 
 
 
 

* 
*    * 

 
 
 

11H30 - 12H30 (IN CAMERA) 
 
 

9. COORDINATORS' MEETING  
 (IN CAMERA) 
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10. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 

11. DATE OF NEXT MEETINGS 

The next meetings of the Committee on Budgetary 
Control will take place in Brussels on: 
 
 Tuesday 28 February 2012, 15.00 – 18.30 
 Wednesday 29 February 2012, 9.00 – 12.30. 
 Wednesday 29 February 2012, 15.00 – 18.30. 
 

 


